GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/01/2017

HIGHLIGHT

ELEONORA IS THE NEW SOREGHINA
A cheerful smile (reminds us the famous local legend of Soreghina) is
upon the face of Eleonora Dellantonio, the new Soreghina: the ambassor
of the Marcialonga of Fiemme and Fassa. At the eventspavillion of Pozza,
Eleonora -class '99 from Predazzo-, ski instructor, polyglot, volunteer and
Dolomites-lover, was preferred to other three participants from Fassa
and Fiemme. The Soreghina 2018 - follows Camilla Canclini, last year's
pegeant- will represent the Marcialonga worldwide, awards the winners
of the cross country competition alongside the other events, such as bike
and running competition, and for the whole year, she will also participate
to the events connected to the main Marcialonga.
Celebration's evening not only for Eleonora, but also for other scholar and sport
talents, among others also Caterina Carpano.

Today in the valley
LITTLE NATURE LOVERS

LOC PALUA CIAMPESTRIN MAZZIN - 5.00 PM
Workshop for kids with "Sentieri in Compagnia".

MAGIC ILLUSIONS

GRAN TOBIÀ TEATER CANAZEI 9.00 PM
Magic and illusions are the ingredients of the show of Francesco
Meraviglia.

DOLOMITIC SNAPSHOT

PIAZA DE COMUN POZZA - 9.00 PM
The photographer Alberto Bregani presents "Non solo sassi": a
selection of the beautiful photos on the Dolomites.

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO MALGA RONCAC
To discover Moena’s surroundings: cross the picturesque hamlet of
Sorte and ascend till the turn before the restaurant Malga Panna.
From here turn right into the path "Roncac-Col Ros e Costalongia".
After a short ascent, the route becomes flat and faces the Valley of
San Pellegrino, visible because of the absence of the wood.
Continue walking, cross the bridge and ascend a bit. The path
flattens again and arrives into the forest road that brings you to
Costalunga. Now descend on the right along a large track, cross Rif
de Costalongia stream and walk till you reach Malga Roncac.
Proceed to the hamlet on Strada de Roncac, Strada de Even and
Strada de la Madonina streets, pass by the Church and the fountain
"del Dante": from here you can go back to the centre (2 hrs.).

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 2 8.30 AM - CANAZEI

MTB CROSS COUNTRY

STYLE AND TECHNIQUE ON THE MTB, WITH THE MTB GUIDE.
ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 2 8.30 AM - POZZA

AROUND MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
WALKING TO THE GRAZING OF JUMELA AND ITS DAIRY (AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Ancient documents prove that before the nineteenth Century a
huge quantity of wood was sent from the woods of Val di Fassa to
Venice’s arsenal. This practice was interrupted when the city lost its
political independence. Until the half of the nineteenth Century, the
wood trade was rather flourishing. Logs were transported along the
river Avisio to Val di Fiemme, and from here charged on wagons
towards Verona for their trade as factory material. Other wood was
cut in boards in the local sawmills and then sold in local fairs.

AUGUST 2 5.00 PM - VIGO

ROCKY ROCKS

INTRODUCTION TO MINERALOGY OF THE VALLEY, FOR KIDS ONLY.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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